3 community history, a familial 'memory boom', and contributed to growing quotidian claims on the national narrative. 6 Meanwhile, Christina Twomey contends that changing understandings of trauma have also influenced the popular memorialisation of Anzac in recent decades. Narratives of victimhood have increasingly shaped Anzac memory, she suggests, where 'the suffering of veterans, their psychological fragility and the horrors they have witnessed that provide an important, if not an exclusive, framing device' for the memory of Anzac.
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One particular debate has captured the historiographical imagination of Anzac in recent years, however. In pondering the spectre of Anzac pilgrimage to Gallipoli and the Western Front in this journal in 2002, historian Bruce Scates described the growing 'rite of passage for both young and old Australians' as a 'journey to a sacred place', which involved 'an emotional ordeal that led ultimately to personal enrichment'. 8 These historical tourists-mostly young backpackers-displayed a 'search for transcendence' and 'wanderlust', and reflected a nostalgic 'resurgence of national identity', Scates later wrote. 9 At a time when politicians, historians and educationists bemoan the historical engagement of 'ordinary Australians', particularly young people, here is a cohort actively feeling and expressing an intense historical connection through the figure of Anzac. Indeed, historians Mark McKenna and Stuart Ward argued that the Anzac phenomenon Scates identified has 'less and less to do with "history", and more and more to do with the commerce and politics of nationalism'. 13 They wondered to what extent 'that "hunger for meaning" and "craving for ritual" [Scates] found in the from different generations, schooling, ethnic background and class, and represented a diversity of voices and experiences.
Participants were approached through extant 'affinity groups'-community organisations such as seniors' centres and sporting clubs, education institutions such as universities and TAFEs, as well as migrant resource centres, youth groups and so on. 22 The average age of the participants was forty-nine, twelve years above the Australian average. This can probably be explained by two factors. First, according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australians are more involved in community groups and volunteering in middle age and following retirement, so that demographic was likely to be over-represented in the community groups I visited. Second, people tend to become more interested in history as they get older, and this was certainly confirmed in my research. 23 In order to minimise that anticipated generational skew, I
organised interviews with two youth groups from Chatswood and Brimbank, as well as students from two university classes in Rockhampton and Brimbank.
There was also a significant gender bias among my participants. Only thirtythree men took part in this project (twenty-six per cent below the population average).
While significant numbers of both men and women participate in volunteering and community engagement in Australia, women tend to be more active in the production of family and community histories. 24 To counteract the gender discrepancy that was increasingly apparent as the interviews progressed, I arranged to speak with a group Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were over-represented in these interviews, making up ten per cent of all participants. This bias was deliberate: while public historical debates have been significantly weighted to Indigenous issues, Indigenous voices have been notably absent from them. As such, I was eager to discern particular themes of Indigenous historical consciousness that might operate despite that national vacuum. Migrants made up about twenty-five per cent of the participants, reflecting population ratios in the broader community, and they contributed fascinating discussions about the complexity of history and identity, for example, in relation to ideas of home, inheritance and nation.
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Unlike several larger, mixed-methods studies of historical consciousness, the shape and size of this project was necessarily limited by its focus on non-directive, community-based research, where I would essentially be 'listening in' on people's conversations-conversations that were critical to exploring intersections between community and public historical discourses. Such a grounded approach, across five very different communities with a wide range of participants, would inevitably reflect a diversity of voices and historical perspectives. As such, the research reveals considerable breadth in the ways Australians relate to the Anzac commemoration.
Comments from Indigenous and migrant respondents, in particular, hint at the multi-valency of Anzac remembrance, commemoration and counter-commemoration.
Yet cultural diversity is not the only predicator of historical engagement: within the same community groups, respondents frequently presented vastly different interpretations of Anzac. Taken together, their conversations confirm the resilience of Anzac noted recently by Joan Beaumont-this is a national emblem that has endured and adapted for one hundred years, after all. 26 They also suggest that Anzac memory is far from settled in Australians' historical consciousness: despite its significance in national collective memory, the community conversations recorded for this project reveal considerable disagreement and debate about its meaning on the ground. It 9 seems the Anzac legacy has generated a commemorative space more complex and uncertain than public and official demonstrations of Anzac pride suggest.
Beginning to unpack Anzac's popularity
These interviews confirm the commemoration of Australia's Anzac history is both a public and popular phenomenon deeply felt by many Australians. Young Jed from
Chatswood was far from alone among the respondents in his unfettered adulation of the Anzac legacy. Jarrod, a Rockhampton university student in his twenties, similarly Chinese, how they relate to it. I'm sure they don't relate to it-in the same way I didn't relate to it as a kid.
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In fact, the interviews played out Deborah's concerns, bucking the trend of youthful adherence to the Anzac story. Samantha (16 years), of Chinese descent, criticised the centrality given to Anzac Day in public discourse at the expense of an international perspective:
Well, like, it might mean something to Australia, but to be honest with you, Australia's kind of a really insignificant country on a global scale. Maybe it means a lot to us, but many people around the world don't really realize it, because it's like, it might be the biggest thing that happened in World War One for us, but like, there were many other massive events and dates which were like far more significant for others.
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And unlike Jed from Chatswood, who had insisted on Anzac Day's significance to his sense of national identity ('like, more than Australia Day'), Jia, a seventeen-year-old Willa from Chatswood reflected on how she had shared that day with her father, a First World War veteran, when she was a little girl: they polished their shoes and medals together, picked the rosemary and set off in the dark to attend the dawn service, which was followed by 'milk and rum', she explained. But she found herself being pulled in different directions as an adult, Willa's responses to the Anzac commemoration, 'emotional' and 'intellectual' as she described them, confirm the complex subjectivity of Anzac for a number for
Australians. As the historian Graham Seal suggests, it is no simple task to disentangle such complex and conflicted responses: 'On this "one day of the year" the public mythology of Anzac and the private, esoteric folklore of the diggers combine, collude and collide'. 63 Indeed, public and collective commemorations such as Anzac create that experience of 'communitas', or emotional collectivity, as anthropologist Bruce
Kapferer writes, because people bring their own sensibilities and connections to the day. The sociologist and historian, Mabel Berezin, similarly describes a 'language of kinship' and a 'community of feeling' to explore the nexus between our own histories and the collective narratives that we may adhere to. 64 There is a crashing convergence on Anzac Day of collective and personal memory, of public debate and deeply individual emotions. And it is that very subjectivity-such as differences between participants' social generations or cultural background-which test and complicate assumptions about the extent and impact of the Anzac revival. 
Conclusion

